
BY ADAM THORNTON 

Linux Do-It-Yourself:
Part IX — Electronic Mail
and Mailing List Software

This month, Penny will install a mail transport system, set up several methods by which her
users can access their mail, and set up a pair of Web-accessible mailing lists for the benefit

of Ice Floe Housing’s customers.
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THIS month, Penny will install on her network a Mail
Transport Agent (MTA), a Mailbox Access Server,

and mailing list software. This will let her send and receive
mail from her network and run mailing lists to allow her to
tell her customers about new products and provide them
with a forum where they can discuss Ice Floe Housing’s
product line.

MAIL TRANSPORT AGENTS

There is something of an embarrassment of riches when it
comes to mail software under Linux. In addition to the old
standby of Sendmail (certainly the best-known and most pop-
ular Mail Transport Agent), qmail, Postfix and Exim are all
readily available, as well as a host of lesser-known mailers.

It is certainly true that most sites still run Sendmail, and that
it is by far the most widely deployed Mail Transport Agent.
However, that does not necessarily mean it is the right choice
for Penny. Sendmail is insanely powerful and configurable.
However, understanding sendmail.cf is a legendarily difficult
task, and even with macro support so that the end user can
manipulate sendmail.mc rather than sendmail.cf, it is not for
the fainthearted. Sendmail parses a huge variety of address
styles and transports. However, quite frankly, in the modern
Internet, everyone will be sending RFC-2822 mail over IP.
There is no longer a need for a mailer to understand, for
instance, bang-path-routed mail. Sendmail contains an
extremely sophisticated rewriting engine that, again, is overkill
for Penny’s needs. For what she needs to do, which is to man-
age email into and out of a single domain, any of the readily
available mailers would be more than sufficient. All of them
have pros and cons, and for a small site like Ice Floe Housing,
ultimately the decision comes down to personal preference.

Penny decides, after some thought, to go with Postfix
rather than Sendmail. It has sufficient flexibility for her

purposes, allowing her to configure virtual domains and
aliases. Its great triumph over Sendmail for her purposes is
that the configuration file is extremely straightforward and
easy to understand and customize, and it comes with sane
and usually correct defaults. It does not require that she
use maildirs, which keeps spool maintenance a little easier.
If it mattered to her, Postfix also maintains command-line
compatibility with sendmail, which is extremely useful to
sites migrating off Sendmail. Since Penny is starting her
site from scratch, this does not help her, but it does help
many sites.

Penny’s Mail Requirements
All mail for any machine at icefloehousing.com goes to

server.icefloehousing.com, and waits there for users to read
it, typically via either IMAP or POP. All her local users will
use server.icefloehousing.com as the outbound mail server,
and regardless of the initiating machine, all mail will come
from user@icefloehousing.com. Initially she will simply
prevent relaying from any outside source — any user who’s
on the road will have to use his dialup ISP’s outbound mail
server, rather than his own, to send mail. Eventually, Penny
would like to introduce some sort of authentication that
allowed users, after meeting some set of authentication cri-
teria, to send mail via the server regardless of where they
connected from, but she is willing to delay that portion of
her configuration.

SuSE provides Postfix as one of its supported packages, so
using YaST to install it is a breeze. Penny then configures
Postfix to accept mail for her local users and to prevent
relaying from outside her network.

Postfix Configuration
The only things she needs to change in /etc/postfix/main.cf

are the lines shown in Figure 1. This simply says that mail
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should appear to come from user@icefloe-
housing.com, rather than user@server.ice-
floehousing.com, and should accept mail to
user@icefloehousing.com.

The default relaying rule — accept all
mail from hosts on the same subnet as this
machine — is, in fact, exactly what Penny
requires, so she does not need to change it
at all.

At some point, Penny would like to
allow remote users from Ice Floe Housing
to connect and send mail via her mail
server. Postfix provides the hooks to do
this; by working in conjunction with
Cyrus SASL, she can specify any of a
bewildering array of authentication
schemes, and can easily configure her relay-
ing configuration (in /etc/postfix/main.cf)
to relay mail only for authenticated users.
However, she is not ready to do that quite
yet, so she will simply bask in the knowl-
edge that when she wants to implement
authenticated remote relaying, her MTA
is up to the task.

MAILBOX ACCESS SERVER

Penny has now solved two-thirds of her
mail problems; mail to her users arrives
and is stored on the server for them, and
outbound mail from her network is deliv-
ered to recipients on the Internet. The
next piece she must worry about is how to
enable her users to retrieve their mail.
This means she should install a POP or
IMAP server.

Once again, there are many choices
available to Penny, both Open Source and
commercial. As with MTAs, much of the
decision-making process ultimately comes
down to personal preference, since all the
packages are designed to handle much
larger mail infrastructures than Penny’s
network. To cut to the chase, she’s going
to install the University of Washington
IMAP server, which is the “imap” pack-
age in her SuSE installation and is now
officially named “imap-2002” by UW.
She could just as easily have chosen
Cyrus IMAPD, or used Qualcomm’s
“qpopper” as her POP3 server. UW-IMAP
was chosen mainly for ease of use, and
because, as she moves to supporting
encrypted access, it is already available
with SSL and TLS support. It also has a
POP connector that allows access to
IMAP messages through a POP connection,
so users stuck with mail clients that only

understand POP are supported as well.
Thus, a single package supports POP3 on
port 110, IMAP4 on port 143, SSL-wrapped
POP on port 990, and SSL-wrapped
IMAP on port 993. Note that this support
is inherent in the software — she does not
even have to play tunneling games such as
I described in Technical Support in
January 2002. As long as OpenSSL is
installed and the version she uses knows
how to exploit OpenSSL support, the
server will make use of encrypted POP
and IMAP connections.

IMAP access, assuming Penny installs
the RPM from SuSE, simply works
straight out of the box (it supports TLS and
SSL as well). No configuration files need
to be changed. Now it is possible to send
mail to an Ice Floe Housing employee
from anywhere, and for that employee to
read it from anywhere within Ice Floe
Housing. Anyone inside Ice Floe housing
can send mail to anywhere.

SSL-Encrypted POP and IMAP
Penny’s next step is to create server SSL

certificates and enable SSL-protected
transactions so that users can access the
POP and IMAP services securely. This is
not especially important on her own local
network, but if she wants to allow access
from outside, or if she wants to use wire-
less devices on her own network, it is an
extremely good idea to not transmit pass-
words in cleartext.

There is not space in this month’s article
to discuss setting up certificate management
with OpenSSL; however, an excellent tutor-
ial is available at http://tirian.magd.ox.ac.uk/

~nick/openssl-certs/. Remember that if
you do not want your users to be alarmed
at getting untrusted certificates, you will
need to pay to have a recognized
Certificate Authority sign your generated
certificate. Whether this is worth the hassle
and expense is a policy decision that each
site must make; Penny is operating on a
shoestring budget, so she is going to gener-
ate her own certificates for encrypted mail,
and she will ensure that her employees
understand that the warning does not mean
there is anything wrong with the certifi-
cates, simply that they are self-signed rather
than signed by a recognized CA.

MAILING LISTS

Next, Penny wants to set up a mailing list
for her customers. Once again, there are
several options for her to choose from;
Majordomo and Mailman are the two major
Open Source mailers, while LISTSERV is
well known in the commercial arena. Penny
chooses Mailman because it is actively
maintained and features an extremely easy-
to-use Web interface.

Use of Mailman does presume that
Penny has a Web server installed; we have
not talked about this yet, but we will
address some specific features of her web
presence in the next three articles in this
series. For right now, let’s assume she’s
running a more-or-less generic Apache
installation, which ships with SuSE and is
installed with YaST.

Mailman also requires the Python pro-
gramming language be installed; Python is
gaining some ground on Perl in terms of a
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myorigin = $mydomain
mydestination = $myhostname, localhost.$mydomain, $mydomain

FIGURE 1: CHANGES TO MAIN.CF FOR PENNY’S MAIL CONFIGURATION

ScriptAlias /mailman/ /usr/lib/mailman/cgi-bin
Alias /pipermail/ /usr/lib/mailman/archives/public/

FIGURE 2: ADDITIONS TO /ETC/HTTPD/HTTPD.CONF

ifh-users: “|/usr/lib/mailman/mail/wrapper post ifh-users”
ifh-users-admin: “|/usr/lib/mailman/mail/wrapper mailowner ifh-users”
ifh-users-request: “|/usr/lib/mailman/mail/wrapper mailcmd ifh-users”
ifh-owner: ifh-users-admin

FIGURE 3: MAIL ALIASES FOR MAILMAN

<a href=”/mailman/listinfo/ifh-users”>The IFH-Users Mailing List</a>
<a href=”/mailman/listinfo/ifh-announce”>The IFH-Announce Mailing List</a>

FIGURE 4: URLS TO ACCESS IFH MAILING LIST WEB INTERFACES
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ubiquitous Unix scripting and glue lan-
guage. In general, it is easier to read than
Perl, although semantic white space is a
divisive issue, and there are those who
loathe Python for that reason alone. At any
rate, Penny makes sure that Python is
installed (in a SuSE installation, it almost
certainly will have been selected as a depen-
dency for something already on the system),
and then installs Mailman, which also
comes as an RPM on her installation media.
SuSE uses the user “mdom” as the mailman
list owner.

Mailman Configuration
Configuring Mailman is only slightly

harder than configuring Postfix. The
Mailman homepage at http://www.gnu.org/
software/mailman/index.html contains an
amazing amount of information on the
installation, care and feeding of Mailman.
The installation steps are mostly done for
Penny when she installs the package, so
the first thing she really needs to do is to
modify her /etc/httpd.conf to add the lines
shown in Figure 2, which allow CGI
scripts to be run and Mailman scripts to
be found (SuSE installs Mailman under
/usr/lib/mailman).

Penny becomes user “mdom” with “su -
mdom” and executes /usr/lib/mailman/
bin/mmsitepass hersitepassword to set the
site password for her Mailman mailing
lists. This password can be used anywhere
that user or mailing list administrator
passwords are usually required, so it func-
tions as a master password for all lists on
the machine.

Next, Penny wishes to create the mailing
lists. She decides she will have two: one will
be ifh-users and the other will be ifh-
announce. Ifh-users will be a general-purpose
discussion forum for her customers to swap
information on Ice Floe Housing’s products
(and, given the nature of mailing lists, it will
be a forum for random observations, political
rants, bitter recriminations, and enormous
sulking fits). Ifh-announce will be a list that
only a select set of Ice Floe Housing
employees can post to, which will distribute
information about new products and services
to the members of the list. Both mailing lists
will be opt-in.

Penny executes /usr/lib/mailman/bin/
newlist for each of her new lists, and lists
herself as the list owner in each case.
Running this outputs a list of mail aliases,
similar to what appears in Figure 3.

Because this information will be automati-
cally generated by newlist, Penny does not
have to enter it herself. She can simply
paste newlist’s output onto the bottom of
her current alias file. Then she runs
“newaliases” to rebuild her alias database,
and her MTA now knows what to do with
mail to the above addresses.

The first three aliases take any mail to any
of those three names, and pipe the message
into the “wrapper” program. The wrapper
program then selects a command (post,
mailowner, or mailcmd) and a list, and exe-
cutes that command with the mail message
as its argument. This also allows users to
post to the list, modify their settings or
unsubscribe via mail.

After this has been done for both the lists,
Penny will want to add a link to the Web-
accessible list interface. We will assume she
adds these links on the Ice Floe Housing
home page, which is in its default location
of /usr/local/httpd/htdocs/index.html (in the
following months, we will see how to
spruce this up). See Figure 4.

Mailing List Configuration
Now Penny needs to configure the two

mailing lists. She should go to each list’s
Web interface in turn (http://www.icefloe-
housing.com/mailman/admin/ifh-users and
http://www.icefloehousing.com/mailman/a
dmin/ifh-announce, which are also both
linked off the list home pages). She will
want to change the administrator password
for each list at the bottom of the page. She
decides she wants to have replies to mes-
sages posted on ifh-users go, by default, to
the list rather than to the poster, to keep
discussions lively. (This also tends to
increase the number of pointless messages
sent to the list, but Penny would rather
have a noisy but active list than a mailing
list that no one uses.) Her ifh-announce list
has the reply address set to the poster,
since users should not, in general, be able
to post to that list. For ifh-users, she wants
the maximum message length to be 40K,
which will preclude users attaching huge
pictures, sending large VB Macro viruses,
or trading mp3s on her mailing list.
However, she bumps the maximum length
up to 1MB for the ifh-announce list,
because she will often want to send out
pictures and catalogues when she
announces new products.

From the administration interface, she
then chooses “Privacy Options.” These

differ slightly for the users and the
announcement list. Both are advertised to
the world; both require confirmation but
not owner approval to subscribe. Only the
list administrator should be able to view
other members of the list. However, for
the question “Must posts be approved by
an administrator?” the answers differ for
her two lists: ifh-users has “No” — it is a
discussion forum for the members, while
ifh-announce has “Yes” in that attempts
by non-IFH employees to post will gener-
ally be rejected.

For both lists, the “Archival Options”
should be set for public archival. Penny
wants to allow non-members to browse past
conversations on the ifh-users list, and the
ifh-announce list should always be accessi-
ble so anyone can see what products have
been released in the past.

Next, Penny simply goes to “Membership
Management” and pastes her list of
addresses into the “Mass Subscribe
Members” field at the bottom. Her mailing
lists and the Web archives of list traffic are
up and running!

CONCLUSION

This month, Penny installed a mail
transport system, set up several methods
by which her users can access their mail,
and set up a pair of Web-accessible mail-
ing lists for the benefit of Ice Floe
Housing’s customers. Next month, I will
return to the topic of her Web site, as
Penny begins to customize Ice Floe
Housing’s Web presence, with an eye
toward eventually allowing online pur-
chases of her products.  
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